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THEY'RE NO DUMMIES -- Scientists at the University of Dayton Research 
Institute (UDRI) are working with a company, First Technology Safety 
Systems, to develop "enhanced materials" to be applied to the ribs of crash 
dummies to make the ribs more humanlike. The purpose? To produce crash 
dummies that more realistically predict the response of a human in a crash. 
These "biofidelic" dununies will help automakers build safer cars, according 
to Mike Drake, leader of UDRI's vibrations group. 
Contact Mike Drake at (513) 229-2644. 
WHAT A WASTE -- Environmental specialists who clean up hazardous materials 
face significant health risks. But researchers at the University of Dayton 
have developed a 3-D vision system that could be perched atop a remotely 
piloted vehicle that cleans up hazardous waste sites. Unlike existing 
vision systems, UD's produces images realistic enough to a vehicle operator 
to be able to reach and grasp an object, and it allows the viewer to look 
from side to side and receive an undistorted 3-D view, says Gordon Little, 
research physicist and assistant professor of electro-optics. The system 
also could be used in a lab to handle or. mix chemicals, he says. The 
project received funding from the Ohio Board of Regents' Research Challenge 
Program, which supports research that may affect Ohio's economy. UD is now 
preparing a proposal to a national firm to develop a 10-channel system. 
Contact Gordon Little at (513) 229-3724. 
SUMMER SCREENINGS -- Volunteers who conduct cholesterol screenings at the 
local shopping mall or supermarket may have good intentions but not enough 
training to recognize a malfunctioning piece of equipment or an improperly 
drawn blood sample, says Suzanne Columbus, director of the University of 
Dayton's medical technology program. "The screenings have value, but you 
shouldn't be complacent if you get a good result, nor should you be alarmed 
if the result is too high," says Columbus. "You need to take your health 
in your own hands and visit your doctor," she says. 
Contact Suzanne Columbus at (513) 229-3584. 
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